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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

THIS CALENDAR INCLUDES EVENTS HOSTED BY WBENC’S REGIONAL PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS
AND STRATEGIC PARTNERS. VISIT WBENC’S ONLINE CALENDAR FOR MORE EVENTS.
September 24, 2014
An Afternoon with the
National Women’s Business
Council: Tea, Cookies &
#AccesstoMarkets
Washington, District of Columbia
Click here to register.
September 24, 2014
WBEC-West San Diego
Operation Opportunity –
KEYS TO CONTRACTS
San Diego, Calif.
Click here for details.
September 25, 2014
USPAACC Procurement
Connections in the Carolinas
Davidson, N.C.
Click here for details.
September 29, 2014
GWBC Power of Partnering
Marketplace & WAVE
Scholarship Golf Tournament
Atlanta, Ga.
Click here for details.
September 29, 2014
2014 USBLN 17th Annual
National Conference
Orlando, Fla.
Click here for details.
September 30, 2014
Southern California Edison
“Meet the Primes”
Pomona, Calif.
Click here for details.
October 3, 2014
AMAC 30th Anniversary
Regional Forum & Gala
Atlanta, Ga.
Click here for details.

October 3–4, 2014
WCOE – Midwestern
Regional Conference
Chicago, Ill.
Click here for details.
October 7, 2014
WPEO-NY Brown Bag Lunch
with PepsiCo
New York, N.Y.
Click here for details.
October 7, 2014
Office Depot Foundation
Women’s Symposium
Boca Raton, Fla.
Click here for details.
October 7, 2014
WBEC South Presents:
What Corporations Want
You to Know
Rockford, Tenn.
Click here for details.
October 9, 2014
WBCS Austin Insights
Austin, Texas
Click here for details.
October 14, 2014
WBCS Arkansas Luncheon
Bentonville, Ark.
Click here for details.
October 15–25, 2014
USPAACC Asia Trade Mission
Click here for details.
October 16, 2014
WBEC South Fiesta
Deaux Deaux
Lafayette, La.
Click here for details.

October 16, 2014
Latina Style Los Angeles
Los Angeles, Calif.
Click here for details.
October 16, 2014
Pennsylvania Conference
for Women
Philadelphia, Pa.
Click here for details.
October 20–24, 2014
BPWF National Business
Women’s Week®
Click here for details.
October 20–21, 2014
Astra presents: Alaska
is Open for Business
Anchorage, Alaska
Click here for details.
October 21, 2014
2014 WBCS Albuquerque
Business-to-Business
Roundtable
Albuquerque, N.M.
Click here for details.
October 21, 2014
Diversityinc Special
Awards Event
New York, N.Y.
Use WBE promo code:
SA15WBENC for 15% off
the current price
Click here for registration.

October 22, 2014
WIPP and American Express
OPEN Give Me 5: Doing
Business with the USDA
Webinar
Click here for details.
October 22, 2014
WBDC Corporate
Partner Panel
Minneapolis, Minn.
Click here for details.
October 23, 2014
Latin Business Association
Sol Business Awards Gala
Burbank, Calif.
Click here for details.
October 27, 2014
WBEA Texas 18th Annual Golf
Classic & Silent Auction
Spring, Texas
Click here for details.
October 27–28, 2014
Toyota 25th Annual
Opportunity Exchange – OH
Cincinnati, Ohio
Click here for details.

October 22, 2014
Diversityinc Culturally
Competent Healthcare
New York, N.Y.
Use WBE Promo code:
HC15WBENC for 15% off
the current price.
Click here for registration.
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WBENC CELEBRATES HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH

WBENC CELEBRATES FROM SEPTEMBER 15 TO OCTOBER 15

by celebrating the histories, cultures and contributions of American citizens
whose ancestors came from Spain, Mexico, the Caribbean and Central and
South America!
There are more than 2.3 million Hispanic owned businesses in the U.S.,
contributing >$350 billion in sales—driving economic & job growth,
competitiveness and innovation.
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PRESIDENT’S

MESSAGE
Dear Friends,
This is the time of year when we typically transition from the leisurely days of summer vacations back into regular routines with children returning to
school, crisp mornings and the sense that time is about to accelerate. Due to the tremendous activity and commitment of our constituents my summer
schedule did not slow down this year. It was a busy and engaging few months which allowed me to connect with many of you in a variety of venues and
enabled me to expand and build WBENC’s presence in numerous communities. It is opportunities like these that help further our goal to Join Forces.
Succeed Together.
In July, I headed to Capitol Hill with Women Impacting Public Policy (WIPP), Candace Waterman, WBENC’s Chief of Staff, over 250 WBEs, and affiliates
such as WPEO-DC and NY. We attended the Senate hearing for the official release of the “21st Century Barriers to Women’s Entrepreneurship” report
conducted by the Committee on Small Business and Entrepreneurship. The report identified three barriers limiting the growth of women’s businesses:
women still face challenges getting (1) fair access to capital, (2) equal access to federal contracts, and (3) relevant business training and counseling. In
response to these barriers, the report urges Congress to improve the current SBA lending programs for women, to enact legislation that allows sole
source contracts to be awarded to women-owned businesses and lastly to modernize the Women Business Center program by increasing funding
and changing grant ceiling awards. I also had the opportunity to sit on a panel discussing Challenges in Organizational Leadership during WIPP’s 14th
Annual Leadership Meeting.
At the NGLCC National Business and Leadership Conference, Candace, Vaughn Farris, Senior Manager, Strategic Programs, and I were able to meet
with many WBEs and Corporate Members to build upon our relationships and align priorities for the future. I had the honor of being a key participant
in a panel with NGLCC President, Justin Nelson as well as other participants on the Collaboration Across Communities, discussing the state of small
business, diversity in the consumer marketplace, and how we can most effectively collaborate – or Join Forces.
In Dallas we began preparations for the 2015 National Conference, meeting with the enthusiastic 2015 WBE Co-Chairs, Host Council leadership
and Host Committee before heading over to exciting planning sessions with our 2015 Corporate Co-Chairs, Dell, Chevron, and PepsiCo. Next year’s
conference is already shaping up to be one for the record books!
Opportunities for growth and innovation spearheaded by our Corporate Members work to further the mission and vision of WBENC, while providing
WBEs with invaluable insights. The General Motors Diversity and Inclusion Summit included a panel discussion with CEOs from Tier One suppliers
sharing supply chain strategies and insights, providing a unique perspective for potential Tier Two suppliers. At the Walmart US Manufacturing Summit,
WBEs and Walmart merchants explored the marketing and sales growth that the new Women Owned logo can ignite with consumer awareness.
Shell, BP and other industry leaders converged for the third annual Supplier Diversity event in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania connecting corporate
sponsors and diverse suppliers with capacity and capability to provide goods and services to shale development activity throughout the U.S. and Canada.
We worked collaboratively with the SBA, the NMSDC Network and WBENC affiliates in addition to our own resources to locate, prepare and connect
these suppliers to current opportunities during pre-scheduled matchmaking meetings with the sponsors and their prime suppliers. The event also
offered the opportunity for suppliers to network with other diverse suppliers during training and between meals and appointments.
At the Billion Dollar Roundtable 2014 Summit, I participated on a panel as part of a strategic forum for thought leaders to explore “Innovation…What
does it Mean for you!” The dialogue provoked everyone to think differently about ways to incorporate innovative, diverse suppliers into their procurement
strategies. During The Bigger Discussion at the Southern Region Minority Supplier Development Council (SRMSDC) Gateway Business Connection
Conference in New Orleans, Joset Wright Lacy, the President of the National Minority Supplier Development Council, Gerry Fernandez, Founder and
President of the Multicultural Foodservice & Hospitality Alliance, Richard Huebner, President of the Houston Minority Supplier Development Council,
and I had a frank discussion about the future of supplier diversity. We explored the current landscape as well as the opportunities for collaboration
and alignment toward common goals for diverse suppliers. At the Go For the Greens business development conference, WBENC, a partner of the
Go For the Greens Foundation, integrated programming for The Women’s Enterprise Forum, which this year included over 60 MatchMaker meetings
and opportunities for the WBEs to interact with the WBENC executive leadership and network extensively among each other and with the Corporate
Members in attendance.
The past few weeks have been an exciting and invigorating time, being able to connect with so many of you, experience the focused commitment of our
constituents, and gain in-depth exposure to many industries. It has been both educational and inspirational. I look forward to future connections with
more of you in the coming months as we continue on our mission to be the leader in women’s business development.
Best,
Pamela Prince-Eason
WBENC President and CEO

OFFICE DEPOT FOUNDATION
WOMEN’S SYMPOSIUM
Women in South Florida and nationwide have a new opportunity to learn from dynamic and
energetic business leaders on October 7. The Office Depot Foundation is hosting its inaugural
Women’s Symposium at Office Depot Corporate Headquarters in Boca Raton, Florida. The
Symposium is designed to engage successful women in a collaborative atmosphere. The daylong event includes breakfast, breaks, lunch, and a networking reception to conclude the day.

Tuesday, October 7, 2014
7:30 AM–6:30 PM
Office Depot Headquarters
Boca Raton, FL

This major event will feature Naomi Whittel, founder and CEO of Reserveage™ Organics, which has topped Inc.
magazine’s list of 500 fastest growing companies; she has also been named an Ernst & Young “entrepreneur of the
year.” With additional guest speakers and session topics including: “Innovation for Women” and “What Does Maximizing
Success Mean to You?” the Foundation leadership team, according to its president, Mary Wong, has positioned the
Symposium “to help women gain a new understanding and appreciation of how to achieve even greater success.”
The Women’s Symposium is a priority for Office Depot, “given Office Depot’s long-standing interest in enhancing the
success of women in business and its history of offering professional development and networking opportunities for
women,” according to Wong. She furthers that women attending this event will benefit by the Symposium’s inclusion
of “extensive networking opportunities throughout the day. In support of this goal, each table of participants will have
a facilitator to help lead and inspire the conversation. The day will conclude with a networking reception for all of the
participants to further encourage the development of new relationships.”

http://officedepotfoundation.org/?page_id=1149
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FEATURES

CORPORATE SPOTLIGHT:
AMERICA’S TOP CORPORATIONS
This year 45 corporations were named to the list of America’s Top Corporations for
Women’s Business Enterprises. The following series highlights these organizations’
programs and their efforts to advance the development of women’s business. This month,
we find out more about the programs at Alcatel-Lucent, Kelly Services, Inc., Pitney Bowes
Inc., and Target Corporation. Throughout the year we will hear from all of the 2013 Top
Corporations.
Q. How are you evolving your diversity program over the next year and
what do you hope to achieve?

Alcatel-Lucent
Our focus will continue to be on increasing awareness around our Supplier Diversity
program, both within the company as well as with prospective customers – especially
as Alcatel-Lucent diversifies its revenue in new segments. In 2013 our U.S. region
maintained a spending level of over 20% with minority- and women-owned businesses.
We are working to be as close as we can to that level over the next year, while looking to
increase opportunities for our WBEs and other diverse suppliers.

Kelly Services, Inc.
At Kelly, we believe a diverse supply base is a valuable source of innovation and place
a premium on creating a culture of inclusion in order to attract, retain and develop a
diverse talent pool. The ability to integrate WBEs into our community, where service
excellence is recognized and drives improvement across the supplier ecosystem, is what
makes our programs successful and allows our clients to remain market competitive.
Creating an environment of cultural integration, based on an interchange of perceptions,
behaviors and knowledge resulting in sustainable business practices with profitable
returns:
• Engage WBEs in higher margin opportunities vs. traditional lower margin services
• Increase diverse contribution (tier I & tier II)
• High quality/ high value/ long term partners

Pitney Bowes Inc.
We are continuing to evolve our Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) strategy in support of our
transformation and long-term growth objectives. Key to our mission of being a premier
player in global commerce is strengthening our business relationships with female- and
minority-owned businesses.

Target Corporation
We are evolving our program by creating better system capabilities and integration
via internal strategic partnerships. We will continue to create visibility for contract

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
expirations and transition timing so we are able to drive diverse businesses in our
procurement opportunities at the right time and with a focus on innovation and
newness. We are also always looking for greater inclusion and increased spending with
diverse vendors.

Q: How are you overcoming challenges you’ve faced in women’s
business development?

Alcatel-Lucent
The challenge of adding WBEs to our supply base has stemmed from a misperception
that diverse suppliers are small and inexperienced. We believe Alcatel-Lucent
conquered that misperception years ago by integrating diverse suppliers into our supply
chain who could meet standards of high performance, and gave them the opportunity to
excel. So we must continue to educate our internal customers on the capabilities of our
diverse suppliers and how that leads to better ways of doing business with customers
externally.

Kelly Services, Inc.
Diversity 2.0…Accelerate
Diversity by definition provides more ideas and perspectives to create the best
business solutions. To win in a faster moving world with increased customer demands,
organizations must reinvent themselves to remain relevant in a competitive economy
– efficient, agile, reliable and fast. Likewise, we have developed a framework for a
comprehensive, forward-thinking diversity strategy to maximize WBE participation,
increase sourcing effectiveness and reduce risks. The result is better insight and
resources to our WBE suppliers and user community; connected by industry-leading
benchmarks that produce significant results…solution focused – value driven.

Pitney Bowes Inc.
We take advantage of opportunities offered through WBENC and its Regional Partner
Organizations connecting women business owners with programs such as the
Dartmouth Tuck Executive Education Program. We encourage our WBEs to maximize
the value of their certification and the support to their development it brings by
attending networking events, business fairs, and workshops. We also partner locally
with SCORE to provide coaching and mentoring to new and potential suppliers.

Target Corporation
Education is fundamental to Target’s Supplier Diversity’s mission. At times, nonincumbent vendors may not have been through the Target sourcing process; so in
order to ensure they are prepared, we developed a Strategic Sourcing workshop to
provide WBEs with a comprehensive look into what they can expect when they are
invited to participate in any RFI or RFP. Knowing what to expect has resulted in better
communication and preparedness, and we will continue to use this workshop content
to provide development and education of women-owned businesses both locally and
nationally.
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Q: How has your organization increased opportunities for women
owned businesses in non-traditional spend categories?

Alcatel-Lucent
We currently have 250 active diversity suppliers and more than 400 diversity suppliers
in our database. Of those suppliers, we are using women-owned businesses in an
increasing variety of areas – such as manufacturing (metal fabrication), logistics,
transportation, and telecom equipment installation, to name a few. While some
may consider these areas to be “non-traditional,” it’s the quality performance,
competitiveness and overall customer support of our WBEs that strengthens our supply
chain, and creates a track record that helps tremendously in overcoming many of the
challenges in accepting women-owned businesses in these spend categories.

Kelly Services, Inc.
Kelly Supplier Diversity Development proactively seeks new opportunities to engage
WBEs in higher categories of spend to deliver better ROI. To ensure suppliers are
competitive, we provide mentoring, share industry best practices and leverage supplier
capabilities to expand their footprint across multiple solutions:
• Establish Strong Supplier Networks (skill sets, industry verticals, geographies,
etc.)
• Drives Supplier Optimization Projects (rationalization, tiering, expansion)
• Coach suppliers to become or remain a Top Tier supplier within our Talent Supply
Chain
As a result we have connected hundreds of women-owned firms to staffing industry
leaders, procurement specialist and leading Fortune 500 companies… It’s called
sustainability!

Pitney Bowes Inc.
Our organization has increased its competitive sourcing in areas such as logistics,
where we are growing our presort mail services and e-commerce businesses. We
have active involvement of our Logistics sourcing team at all WBENC events. We are
also connecting WBE’s we meet at WBENC events with opportunities in support of our
transformation initiatives in consulting and marketing services.

Target Corporation
This past spring, we piloted a Beauty Innovation Fair that was aimed at bringing in new,
innovative, and differentiated products for review on the merchandising side of our
organization. We set out to make Supplier Diversity a large component of that day; 70%
of the participating vendors were, in fact, diverse-owned, and we have plans of moving
them forward into a variety of different sets in our stores and online. Given the success
of this pilot, we are identifying other areas of our non-traditional spend categories
that would benefit from a similar approach and believe strongly that Supplier Diversity
integration into this process will continue to increase opportunities for women-owned
businesses.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Q: How have you sustained support for WBEs internally and
externally at your organization?

Alcatel-Lucent
When you consider that 85% of Alcatel-Lucent’s North America region revenue has
hard requirements tied to diversity inclusion, it becomes a clear customer imperative
and a priority for us as a company, so we continue to drive that awareness inside the
organization. With increased subcontracting of major activities, that opens the door
to many opportunities with our prime suppliers/subcontractors. Our external support
involves working with our prime suppliers to include diverse suppliers in their supply
chain.

Kelly Services, Inc.
Diversity Matters…Everyday
As a global provider of workforce solutions, Kelly understands the critical role that
women- and minority-owned businesses play in our talent supply chains. In fact,
we rely on their expertise, innovation and flexibility everyday to effectively compete
in a global market. By aligning our diversity strategy to business objectives we build
awareness on the value of inclusion among our stakeholders. Gaining buy-in by
working together for a common outcome, discovering opportunities and measuring
impact provides a competitive advantage that drives shareholder value… for us Diversity
is strategy!

Pitney Bowes Inc.

For more information
on Alcatel-Lucent:
http://www3.alcatel-lucent.com/
us/supplierdiversity

For more information
on Kelly Services, Inc.:
www.kellyservices.com

For more information
on Pitney Bowes Inc.:
Jay.Wesley@PB.com

For more information
on Target Corporation:

In the past year, we collaborated locally with our regional partner organization, the
Woman’s President’s Education Organization (WPEO) to host a panel discussion and
networking event focused on “How to do Business with Corporations.” The event was
attended by over 50 Women Business Enterprises (WBE’s) from the tri-state area as
well as internal sourcing managers and decision makers from the business. As part of
the panel discussion, sourcing managers with specific category experience spoke about
category opportunities and answered questions from the WBEs.

Target Corporation
WBEs continue to play an integral part of our organization’s success and, with
momentum from our success in sourcing brands like Miss Jessie’s, Mixed Chicks and
CURLS, it is evident they are delivering brands and products that our guests want.
Internally, Target is vested in delivering a unique shopping experience to our guests
and we believe that WBEs deliver innovation to support that mission. Externally, we
know that our support of the WBENC mission (and others like it) helps position WBEs
for success as we vet them at industry related events and bring them forward to our
internal decision makers. Together, this is a winning combination that will continue to
help us deliver on our Expect More. Pay Less brand promise.

https://corporate.target.com/
corporate-responsibility/
goals-reporting
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GOVERNMENT SPOTLIGHT

FEDERAL 2015 IS HERE.
MAKE IT YOUR BEST EVER!
For most of us, fall has just arrived. For federal buyers, the new year is already
about to begin! If your company has just wrapped up the federal contracting frenzy as
the federal fiscal year finished this September, you might be turning your attention to the
fourth quarter of your commercial market customers.

If you’re a federal contractor – or want to be – here’s what you need know to get your
fiscal year 2015 off to a strong start.
Congress has not yet passed the budget for the fiscal year that begins on October 1.
Instead, legislators are likely to pass a short-term measure called a Continuing
Resolution to give agencies operating authority to buy essentials until the full budget is
passed. Even though Federal contract awards will be slow in October through January,
it’s the perfect time to do the essential groundwork that pays off in the spring.

Get focused.
Looking to expand your current federal client base in the year ahead? Let your top
past performance open doors to your best prospects. Reach out to your top federal
clients, and ask them two things: “If you were me, who else in your agency would I
be calling? And which one person in another agency should I be calling on?”
If this is the year you’ve decided to get started in federal contracting, you’ll want
to choose no more than three federal departments or agencies for your business
development efforts. Would your products or services meet the needs of many
programs in a single agency (for example, several National Institutes of Health,
or multiple Veterans Medical Centers)? You might even want to concentrate on
prospects in just one department or a single geographic region.
Either way, refresh or create, and tailor, your Capability Statement to include
your most recent and compelling past performance references that will grab your
prospects’ attention.

Get intelligence.
Now is a great time to begin your prospecting plan. Start by looking back: the
past contract awards on www.USASpending.gov reveal the big picture. What did
your target agencies buy last year – from your competitors as well as from you?
Which contract vehicles did they use most? How will your company access those
contract vehicles? Which contracts will be coming up for recompetition in the
next six to 12 months? And, even though many buying plans are preliminary, take
a first look at your target agencies’ acquisition forecasts. Where do their needs fit
what you offer?

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Get connected.
The next task can be to start building your contact list for your fiscal year 2015
federal effort. Federal contractors need to build many relationships inside federal
agencies for every major sale – and even more among other contractors if you
need teaming partners for the win.
Good news! Your market intelligence is the foundation for that effort. Of course,
your star contacts are your current clients. The next tier: the people they
recommend to you. Once you get beyond personal contacts, start digging deeply
into your target agency’s website for contact lists. Include in your search: small
business specialists, program staff, and officials who are listed on special agency
task forces that are setting standards or program direction. Add the points of
contact from forecast acquisitions that fit your company. And you can go back
through the past year of contract award notices on FedBizOpps to pick up those
points of contact, too!
Then think about competitors… and think about them as potential partners. Go
back to www.USASpending.gov to see which companies are the top vendors in
your target agency in each major small business program. You can find a primary
point for those companies in the Dynamic Small Business Search. Need points
of contact for the large primes who hold the top contracts you want to be part of?
The Small Business Administration’s Commercial Market Representatives can
help you make connections with primes that have small business subcontracting
obligations.
And, finally this: 70% of WBENC Corporate members are also Federal prime
contractors! So remember to check WBENCLink, too. Mark your calendar now for
WBENC Summit and Salute in March in Baltimore, Maryland; and the National
Conference and Business Fair in Austin, Texas next June, and start thinking about
leveraging MatchMaker opportunities to support those connections.
Find out when your target agency plans its next industry outreach events. Assess
your conference and association strategy: which events and groups were useful
last year? Which ones weren’t? That’s also a great question to ask your federal
prospects and industry contacts as you start your outreach: where do they plan to
spend their time and money next year?

Get going!
Once you’ve set your focus, refreshed your capability statement, and built
contact lists… get out there! Start making phone calls, expanding your network,
and, one call at a time, finding out who’s involved in buying decisions. Verify
what you’ve learned about buying plans, and who else you need to know. Find
out what they like – and don’t – about their current vendors. Let them know how
you can help. Reach out to potential partners who can help you access contract
vehicles or set asides.

Good luck!
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CERTIFICATION

FOCUS ON FORUM: TERESA LAWRENCE
Teresa Lawrence never set out to own and operate her own company, but in 1988 she and
her newly-wed husband in an unplanned turn of events took ownership of her father-inlaw’s companies – Lawrence Personnel and Delta Temporaries (later renaming it Delta
Personnel). The two had no experience in the temporary staffing industry, nor had they run
a company, but they stepped up to the task. They began to learn the ins and outs of the
company, and over the years their company began to grow. Lawrence was the face of the
company: she would go out, build relationships and make sales, while her husband took care
of everything else, including operations.

In 2000, Lawrence’s husband was ready for a change and wanted to step back from the
business, but by this point Lawrence loved her work.
“I thought about it, maybe one whole day, and I said I don’t want to leave this, I love it
too much. This is what I want to do.”

That year she became the full owner of Delta Personnel.
In order to have a more complete understanding of the operations and her employees’
experience at the company she became a driver, taking the temporary workers to their
sites each day.
“I wanted to learn why they wanted to go to us versus anybody else’ temporaries. And
how are we treating them that they want to stay with us? I wanted to know because I
knew how the clients felt: they loved us, we serviced them well, but I wanted to know
what the workers thought.”

After more than three months of driving, she learned what was important to her
workers, some of it was surprising to her. One reason her workers stayed with her was
because they had hot coffee at five o’clock in the morning. The information she gleaned
was invaluable as she stepped into her new role.
Her company continued to grow and develop, but tragedy struck in 2005. Based in New
Orleans, Delta Personnel had three offices, eighteen employees and was doing eightmillion dollars in business each year but that changed when Hurricane Katrina hit and
Lawrence lost everything. Her family ended up in Jackson, Mississippi at her sister-inlaw’s house when Carolyn Boetler, a WBENC-Certified WBE and also a board member
for WBEC South, who knew Lawrence through the American Staffing Association
knocked on her door with boxes of food and offered Lawrence any support she could
give. Lawrence was at a loss; she did not know what she was going to do, she did not
even know if she wanted to open her business back up, but she kept receiving calls
from her staff and clients.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
“They said ‘Teresa if you don’t open we don’t know what we’re going to do because
we don’t want to stare at our stuff. We need to fix other people’s problems so we can
forget about our own!’”

Lawrence called Boetler for advice. Boetler told Lawrence to get to the state of
Louisiana and then suggested WBENC Certification.
“She said the only people that are busy right now is the city of New Orleans and the
state, you need to get certified.”

Lawrence had never even heard of certification, but with nothing else to do she
attended a luncheon hosted by WBEC South.
TERESA LAWRENCE
Owner
Delta Personnel, Inc.

“Here I am, this person that doesn’t even know how to go back to being something
and all those women were helping each other and they wanted to help me. I found
a group of women that were businesswomen, and they were all in the same boat as
me. They just wanted to help each other. They wanted to make sure that you were
part of their success story.”

Lawrence went home and reopened her business in Baton Rouge, purchasing two
vans and becoming a contractor for FEMA to clean the Hampton Inns so they could live
there while they did their work.
The following summer Lawrence attended her first National Conference and Business
Fair. Blanca Robinson, President of WBEC South, encouraged Lawrence to go.
“She said ‘all you need to do is be present, and everything else will follow,’ because
presence is confidence, you are not hiding.”

Each year Lawrence continued to attend conference, in her third year she had her first
MatchMaker meeting with Blue Cross in Louisiana where they invited her to come in to
the Baton Rouge office and meet with their supplier diversity team. They had intended
to offer Lawrence to be a second tier supplier, which Lawrence would have been
thrilled about; as Lawrence was leaving the meeting the Blue Cross team decided to
first evaluate her and see if she could be a tier one instead, which led to a contract.
“The question should be: what has WBENC not done for you? That is the real
question right there; they’ve done everything,” Lawrence says.

Since becoming certified in early 2007, Lawrence now attends every national event and
has taken advantage of the opportunities WBENC Certification offers including the
Tuck-WBENC Executive Program. Lawrence learned a lot during the program.
“You get immersed at Tuck; you have the other women that are living and breathing
this daily, as you are, and they share with you their success stories about how this is
better done this way.”
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Today, Lawrence sits on the board for WBEC South with the hope to bring all WBEs
together.
“To make sure that we do business with each other on a constant level, that people
are not just coming to come and see the corporate people, I want them to see each
other. The more they see each other, the more they trust each other, the more they
will learn what they can do to raise up each other’s business. It is an interconnection
and I call it ‘net-weaving’, we are going to weave our businesses instead of network
our business.”

Lawrence is also a member of the Forum.
“The moment I started learning that their goal was also to help everybody else, I
wanted to be a part of that strategy to make that force get out into the whole United
States. I focus on the women’s piece of it, I focus more on the people like me.”

http://www.deltapersonnel.com/

SMALL BUSINESS

SATURDAY
NOV 29
THE DAY WE ALL
SHOP SMALL

PRESENTING SPONSOR

SAVE THE DATE
MAR C H

1 8 – 1 9 ,

2 0 15

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT

WWW.WBENC.ORG/SUMMIT-SALUTE

OPPORTUNITIES

WOMAN OWNED LOGO
IN ACTION
The implementation of the new Women Owned logo is in full swing with products starting to
show up on Walmart shelves. Keep an eye out for these on store shelves in your community
and make sure to tweet about your purchases (#buywomenowned). Each month we will
highlight the different companies using the new logo.

POSITIVELY PERFECT DOLLS

Positively Perfect Dolls

Created by Dr. Lisa Williams, a mother, former professor and now the founder of a
multi-million dollar company, the line of Positively Perfect Dolls is designed to be
authentic, beautiful representations of girls of color. After seeing a report by Anderson
Cooper and Soladid O’Bien about low self-esteem in black girls Dr. Lisa set out to
create a doll that truly reflected the beauty of different ethnicities, reflecting the
genuine facial features and types of hair, aiming to make dolls which little girls can
play with and say “this doll is beautiful, just like me.”
The Positively Perfect Dolls are available in over 3,000 Walmart stores nationwide and
through online retailers.

SMART & SEXY
Created by Ariela Balk, the President and CEO of Ariela and Associates, the Smart &
Sexy lingerie line is exclusive to Walmart and provides women with fashionable lingerie
at great prices. Ariela began her career at 19 years old working for an underwear
company, started building her business plan at age 21, and launched her business at
27. The mother of eight now runs one of the largest privately held lingerie companies in
the country selling over 60 million garments a year under numerous national brands.
Ariela created a company that is by women for women. For every Smart & Sexy garment
sold, she make a donation to an organization that empowers and supports women.
The Smart & Sexy line can be found at Walmart stores.

ARE YOU USING THE WOMEN OWNED LOGO ON YOUR
PRODUCTS? WE WANT TO KNOW!
Email wbenccustsvc@wbenc.org with an image of the logo on your
product and we will reach out to learn more about your story.

OPPORTUNITIES

THE PENNSYLVANIA
CONFERENCE FOR WOMEN
The 11th Annual Pennsylvania Conference for Women will be Thursday, October 16, 2014, at
The Pennsylvania Convention Center in Philadelphia.

Thursday, October 16, 2014
The Pennsylvania Convention Center
Philadelphia, PA

The Conference will feature nationally recognized speakers like Diane Keaton, Hollywood icon, Academy Awardwinning actress and best-selling author; Robin Roberts, co-anchor of ABC’s “Good Morning America”; Jane Pauley,
award-winning anchor and author; Candy Chang, artist, designer and urban planner; Lisa Belkin, senior national
correspondent, Yahoo News; and Jenny Bowen, founder and CEO of Half the Sky Foundation.
The Conference features motivational keynote speeches, engaging workshops and panel discussions that cover a vast
range of topics specifically designed for women, including healthcare, leadership, managing change, finding work life
balance and personal finance.
Register online at PAConferenceForWomen.org.
Registration includes access to all keynote and breakout sessions, the Career Pavilion, Health & Wellness Pavilion
and the exhibit hall. WBENC-Certified WBEs and Corporate Members are eligible for the Early Bird registration price
of $150 up until registration closes or the event sells out. Please use the promo code SG14PA to receive this rate.
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OPPORTUNITIES

WHAT WOULD YOUR
SMALL BUSINESS
DO WITH $150,000?

Living Design Studios
2013 Grant Recipient
Lafayette, CO

MissionMainStreetGrants.com

CHASE IS AWARDING 20 GRANTS OF $150,000
TO SMALL BUSINESSES ACROSS AMERICA
T:11”

The Mission Main Street Grants program is part of Chase’s commitment to
helping small businesses thrive.
SM

Take a big step for your business and your community. Don’t miss out. Apply*
today at MissionMainStreetGrants.com

HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS
1 Complete profile and
questionnaire
Sept 3–Oct 3
Visit MissionMainStreetGrants.com
to register, fill out your business
profile, and submit a questionnaire.

2 Public voting
Sept 3–Oct 17
Anyone can show support by
voting with their Facebook
account. Businesses must
receive at least 250 votes to
be considered for a grant.

3 Grants awarded
January 2015
Expert panelists will select
the 20 grant recipients
from eligible businesses.
The results will be
announced mid-January.

For eligibility details and to apply*, visit MissionMainStreetGrants.com
*Must be a for-profit business located in the U.S., operating for at least two years prior to this Program, have an owner who is a legal U.S. resident and at or above
the age of majority in their state of residence, have a valid U.S. employer identification or taxpayer identification number, and employ less than 100 full-time
employees. Additional details and eligibility requirements can be found at MissionMainStreetGrants.com. Void where prohibited or otherwise restricted by law.
No purchase necessary. Internet access required.
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. Member FDIC
© 2014 JPMorgan Chase & Co.

build your own

The Bracelet as individual as you are.
WBENC has created the Legacy Bracelet as a statement of your
participation and ongoing support of our organization.
Each beautiful hand-crafted sterling silver bead represents
different aspects of WBENC that have made it the progressive
and respected organization that it is today.
Whether you are new to certification, membership or supplier
diversity and women’s entrepreneurship, you can build your
own beautiful piece of jewelry that will tell the story of how
you’re engaged with WBENC.

Isn’t it time to start your Legacy®?

Order Your WBENC Legacy® Online
www.thedwgroup.com/wbenclegacy
1-800-704-0546

ENGAGEMENT

MBE MAGAZINE CELEBRATES 30 YEARS
Thirty years ago, Ginger Conrad created the bi-monthly Minority Business Entrepreneur
(MBE) magazine. It was the first of its kind to address minority business development
issues and recognize the importance of connecting minority and women entrepreneurs
with the government and corporate America. Fast-forward to today and the magazine
is now owned and operated by Barbara Oliver, who purchased the magazine in 2012
after working for Conrad for 25 years. The magazine continues to be a source of crucial
information for MBEs, WBEs and supplier diversity professionals.

The transition was a purposefully extended and smooth process which took place over
the course of the last decade.
“She shared with me the ins and outs, the workings, the things that she worked on as
part of the business of being able to get the magazine out.”

The result was a seamless transition. Upon taking control, Oliver was ready to move the
company into the social media space.
“One of the things that I knew and recognized when I took this over is that we needed
to be in that social media space, we desperately needed to be there and it was the
first thing that I worked on.”

Oliver began working with an MBE, Estro Communications, to start developing a social
media strategy and now the magazine has started work in other media forms such as video.
“Because we have access to reporters, we have access to that digital space and the
upgrade we did on our website allows us to be more visual and ‘instant newsy.’”

In addition to moving into the digital space, Oliver has followed Conrad’s footsteps
and continued to be a major presence in the WBENC community as a WBE, becoming
certified within a month of taking over the company.
“I find that the women business owners that I’ve come to know, and who have come
to know the magazine, really support us… I mean monetarily support us. Over the
last couple of years, there has been a significant increase in the number of women
business owners actually putting some dollars toward advertising in the magazine
and that supports us.”

Oliver says the magazine’s long-time success is a result of the ongoing support from its
readers and its community.
“We need the support of those organizations and those women business owners, the
support comes in the form of subscriptions, advertising, sometimes even sponsoring
events because those events offer networking opportunities.”

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
She says the magazine reaches far beyond just those who are able to attend events and
conferences.
“We reach a whole host of people that don’t come to conferences, and they use us as
a resource. We are a resources publication.”

Oliver has worked with WBENC to help celebrate their 30th Anniversary, hosting their
Anniversary Launch Reception at the National Conference & Business Fair this June in
Philadelphia.
“WBENC has been such a strong partner that we wanted to kick off our Anniversary
celebrations at their largest event.”

BARBARA OLIVER
Owner and CEO
Minority Business Entrepreneur
Magazine

The magazine will officially celebrate with the 30th Anniversary Experience at SeaWorld
Orlando, their title sponsor, on Saturday, November 1 prior to the NMSDC Annual
Conference. The event has an open invite, but does require an RSVP Anniversary30@
mbemag.com.
Outside of celebrating the magazine’s anniversary, Oliver is currently working to
digitize the entire MBE magazine archive to be made available for a fee to universities
and programs teaching entrepreneurship since the archive includes supplier diversity
practices, and the process of doing business.
“We talk about the process a lot, of how to do business with corporations, how to do
business with government, even the process of just doing business.”

The archive is expected to be launch next year.

For more information on MBE Magazine
and their 30th Anniversary Experience, visit:
http://www.mbemag.com/
http://www.mbemag.com/30-anniversary-experience.html
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ENGAGEMENT

2014 AMERICA’S TOP CORPORATIONS
FOR WOMEN BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
APPLICATION NOW AVAILABLE
WBENC is pleased to announce its annual search for America’s Top Corporations
for Women’s Business Enterprises. The list of Top Corporations is designed to
recognize organizations who are choosing to integrate policies and programs across
the corporation to enable growth and reduce barriers for women-owned businesses;
increasing opportunity in new markets – both domestically, and internationally; fueling
innovation; and empowering communities through economic growth and job creation.
The 2014 Top Corporation Application has been enhanced by leveraging an online tool
through DiverseLink Corporate and gleans additional information where corporations
are doing exceptional work in the areas of Business Case, Program Management,
Supplier Management, Supplier Development, and Supplier Resources. For more
information check out the Top Corporation Mobile Pak on Insights. (Please be sure to
have access to your Insights Account. If you need assistance email insights@wbenc.org.)
For questions regarding the Top Corporation application, please contact
Andrew Gaeckle, Senior Program Manager 202.872.5515 x8888 or email
topcorporations@wbenc.org
https://diverselinkcorporate.com/

PROFESSIONAL WOMAN’S MAGAZINE
BEST OF THE BEST
Professional Woman’s Magazine (PWM) released the results of the 2014 review of
the nation’s Best of the Best Diversity Employers, Government and Law Enforcement
Agencies, Supplier Diversity Programs, LGBT-Friendly Companies and DisabilityFriendly Companies in their September issue. The annual review polls hundreds of
Fortune 1000 companies and is an evaluation of the nation’s employers, initiatives,
government agencies and educational institutions.
Pick up your copy on newsstands today or find the digital copy on their homepage.
http://www.professionalwomanmag.com/

RESOURCES

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS FOR BUSINESSES OF ALL SIZES

TOP 10 THINGS YOU MUST DO
A recap of the NCBF Workshop presented by the SBA

START the disaster plan by identifying

DETERMINE what production machinery,
computers and other essential equipment
is needed to keep your business open. Store
extra supplies off-site, and make a plan for a
temporary location if your company is forced to
relocate after the disaster. Be ready for utility
disruptions with a portable generator.

what your operation needs to do to
protect itself in the face of a natural
disaster. Even if you don’t own the
building where you do business, take
steps to protect your assets.

FIND escape routes
from the business and
establish meeting places.
Make sure everyone understands the
emergency plan before the storm
hits. Designate a contact person to
communicate with other employees,
customers and vendors.
GO to the NFIP Web site

at www.floodsmart.gov. The
National Flood Insurance
Program provides coverage
to property owners.

REVIEW your insurance
coverage to make sure
you understand what is
not covered. Most policies
don’t cover flood damage.

CONSIDER business interruption

insurance. It covers operating expenses,
like utilities, and compensates you for the
income lost after a temporary closure.

MAKE back-up copies of all tax,

accounting, payroll and production
records and customer data on
computer hard drives, and store the
records at an off-site location at least
100 miles away. Important documents
should be saved in fireproof safe
deposit boxes.

PROTECT your property

from wind damage, install
impact-resistant windows
and door systems, or plywood shutters.
Hire a professional to evaluate your roof to
make sure it can weather a major storm.

DEVELOP a post-disaster
communications strategy. Keep
current phone numbers for your
suppliers, employees, customers, utility
companies, local media, and emergency
agencies. Appoint a spokesperson to
get the word out that your company is
still open and on the road to recovery, to
dispel rumors of business failure.
MORE preparedness tips for businesses,
homeowners and renters are available on
the SBA’s website at www.sba.gov. The Institute
for Business and Home Safety (www.ibhs.org)
also has information on protecting your
home or business. The federal government’s
preparedness Web site www.ready.gov is
another helpful resource.

For more information about the SBA’s
Disaster Assistance Program, visit our
website at www.sba.gov/disaster.

ABOUT SBA
The Small Business
Administration (SBA) was
created to aid, counsel,
assist and protect the interests
of small business concerns, to
preserve free competitive enterprise
and to maintain and strengthen the
overall economy of our nation.
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NEW INSIGHTS

MATCHMAKING 101
WEBINAR
+
TIPSHEET

WBENC
INSIGHTS

2014 WBE STARS
VIDEOS

C.O.R.E.
VIDEOS

Access It Today!
WBENC Insights is a password-protected site for WBENCCertified WBEs, Regional Partner Organizations, and
National Corporate and Government Members with

information on industry forecasts, procurement trends,
government contracting, and skill building.
If you have not yet created an account please check all mail
folders for a message from our media partner, MobilePaks,
a VIA Company, with instructions on how to login to your
account.
Additional information about WBENC Insights can be found
under Resources at www.wbenc.org.

wbenc.mobilepaks.com

RESOURCES

WOMEN ON WELLNESS: PREVENTION
PAYS DIVIDENDS—GET CHECKED!
During this time of the year, many women with extremely busy schedules begin the process
of scheduling health screenings that were recommended to have been completed by the end
of the year. Now is the time to schedule all health screenings, especially those recommended
for particular ages and health status issues. These screenings are done to help with the early
detection of certain health risks, conditions, or diseases that can be prevented.

RECENTLY, GUIDELINES
HAVE CHANGED REGARDING
CERVICAL CANCER SCREENING:
PAP SMEAR AND HPV (HUMAN
PAPILLOMAVIRUS) TESTS.
According to The American College
of Obstetricians and Gynecologists,
in previous years, a Pap test
was a yearly recommendation
for most women. However, this
recommendation has changed.
Most women do not need to have
a cervical cancer screening each
year. The latest routine cervical
cancer screening guidelines are as
follows:
• Cervical cancer screening should
start at age 21.
• For women ages 21 – 29, have a
Pap test every three years.
• For women ages 30 – 65, have
a Pap test and an HPV test
(co-testing) every five years. It
is acceptable to have only a Pap
test every three years.
• After age 65, women no longer
need to have cervical cancer
screening if they meet these
criteria: no history of moderate
or severe dysplasia, or cancer;
either three negative Pap test
results in a row or two negative
co-test results in a row within the
past ten years, the most recent
test performed within the past
five years.
• These routine screening
guidelines are not for women
who have a history of cervical
cancer, are infected with human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV),
have a weakened immune
system, or who were exposed to
Diethylstilbestrol (DES) before
birth. A doctor sets specific
testing guidelines in these cases.

Consultations with a personal health care provider can ensure that all appropriate
screenings are being scheduled on a timely basis. Common prevention screenings
include: a mammogram, Pap test, bone density test, colonoscopy, and even a simple
blood pressure reading. Guidelines could change for a particular health screening and
have an impact on health depending on a person’s age—it is important to stay informed.
The best course of action is to discuss all guidelines with a physician and get
their recommendations. The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force is a group of
non-Federal experts in prevention consisting of primary care providers such as:
internists, family physicians, gynecologists/obstetricians, nurses, and health
behavior specialists.

SCREENING TESTS
The following guidelines are recommended by the U.S. Preventive Services
Task Force. Check with your regular doctor or nurse with any health concerns
or questions you have.
Specific health screenings are tailored to identify symptoms and ultimately,
to prevent illness. Now is the time for all women to discuss their needs with
a health care provider and schedule screenings before the end of this year.
Statistics point out that prevention does pay dividends.

RESOURCES:
Women’s Health Gov
• http://www.womenshealth.gov/
screening-tests-and-vaccines/
screening-tests-for-women/

National Women’s Health
Resource Center
• http://www.healthywomen.org/
content/article/preventivehealth-screenings-women
• 1.877.986.9472 (toll-free)

Agency for Healthcare
Research & Quality
•

http://www.ahrq.gov/patientsconsumers/prevention/lifestyle/
healthy-women.html

The American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists
•

Patient Education Fact Sheet
titled: New Guidelines for
Cervical CancerScreening
http://www.acog.org/Patients
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SCREENING TESTS
Blood Pressure Test

AGES
18-39

AGES
40-49

AGES
50-64

AGES
65 AND OLDER

Get tested at least every 2 years if you have normal blood pressure (lower than 120/80).
Get tested once a year if you have blood pressure between 120/80 and 139/89.
Discuss treatment with your doctor or nurse if you have blood pressure 140/90 or higher.

Bone Mineral Density Test

Breast Cancer Screening
(Mammogram)

Discuss with your doctor or
nurse.

Discuss with your doctor or
nurse if you are at risk of
osteoporosis.

Get this test at least once at
age 65 or older.

Starting at age 50, get
screened every 2 years.

Get screened every 2 years
through age 74.

Talk to your doctor or nurse
about repeat testing.

Age 75 and older, ask your
doctor or nurse if you need
to be screened.
Cervical Cancer Screening
(Pap Test)

Get a Pap test every 3 years
if you are 21 or older.

Get a Pap test and HPV test
together every 5 years.

Get a Pap test and HPV test
together every 5 years.

Ask your doctor or nurse if
you need to get a Pap test.

If you are 30 or older, you
can get a Pap test and HPV
test together every 5 years.
Chlamydia Test

Get tested for chlamydia
yearly through age 24 if
you are sexually active or
pregnant.

Get tested for chlamydia if you are sexually active and at increased risk, pregnant or not
pregnant.

Age 25 and older, get tested
for chlamydia if you are at
increased risk, pregnant or
not pregnant.
Cholesterol Test

Starting at age 20, get a
cholesterol test regularly if
you are at increased risk for
heart disease.

Get a cholesterol test regularly if you are at increased risk for heart disease.
Ask your doctor or nurse how often you need your cholesterol tested.

Ask your doctor or nurse
how often you need your
cholesterol tested.
Colorectal Cancer
Screening
(using fecal occult blood
testing, sigmoidoscopy, or
colonoscopy)

Starting at age 50, get
screened for colorectal
cancer.
Talk to your doctor or nurse
about which screening test
is best for you and how
often you need it.

Get screened for colorectal
cancer through age 75.
Talk to your doctor or nurse
about which screening test
is best for you and how
often you need it.

Diabetes Screening

Get screened for diabetes if your blood pressure is higher than 135/80 or if you take medicine for high blood pressure.

Gonorrhea Test

Get tested for gonorrhea if you are sexually active and at increased risk, pregnant or not pregnant.

HIV Test

Get tested for HIV at least once.
Discuss your risk with your doctor or nurse because you may need more frequent tests.
All pregnant women need to be tested for HIV.

Get tested for HIV at least
once if you are age 65 and
have never been tested.
Get tested if you are at
increased risk for HIV.
Discuss your risk with your
doctor or nurse.

Syphilis Test

Get tested for syphilis if you are at increased risk or pregnant.

THE WBENC SHOP
ESSENTIALS - WBENC COLLECTION

Make a statement with the premier line of WBENC signature products.
Engage our community and share the WBENC brand when you
travel. See the WBENC Collection during the National Conference &
Business Fair to select items that fit your personal style. You can also
view and purchase additional products online at shopwbenc.com.

Pebble Grain Zippered
Portfolio W/ Calculator

Sling Backpacks
Executive
Rhinestone Pens

Wine Carrier & Purse
16 Oz Tervis Tumbler

Tervis Water Bottle

Alexis Nylon Purse Style
Wine Tote Bag

Bling Mugs

shopwbenc.com

